
QUIZ P1 SOCIAL INFLUENCE - 50 Questions 

Thank you to the teachers and students who make this 
resource possible by supporting Psych Boost on Pateron. www.psychboost.com 

1 Define conformity   

2 
Briefly describe the method in Asch’s study of 
conformity  

3 
Briefly describe the results in Asch’s study of 
conformity  

4 
Briefly describe the conclusion in Asch’s study 
of conformity  

5 
What happened in the group size variation of 
Asch’s original study?  

6 
What happened in the anonymity variation of 
Asch’s original study?  

7 
What happened in the task difficulty variation 
of Asch’s original study?  

8 
Outline a methodological issue of Asch’s 
study  

9 
What is temporal validity and why does 
Asch’s study suffer from it?  

10 
Why may Asch’s study not apply to most  
examples of conformity?  

11 What is meant by dispositional factors?  

12 
What aspect of personality has been  
identified as being linked to conformity?  

13 Criticise the explanation you have given  

14 How could expertise explain conformity?  

15 
How does Asch’s study support dispositional  
explanations of conformity?  

16 What did Perrin and Spencer find?  

17 Briefly outline Milgram's Agency theory  

18 
What did Milgram find in his study of  
obedience  

19 What is agency?  

20 
Define the agentic state and the autonomous 
state  

21 How does authority influence obedience?  

22 How does culture influence obedience?  

23 How does proximity influence obedience?  

24 What evidence supports Milgram's theory  

25 
How does mailgrams own research under-
mine his conclusions?  
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26 
Who suggested a dispositional theory of  
obedience and what is it called?   

27 
What was he influenced by and what did the 
researcher think extreme obedience is like?  

28 What was thought to cause this disposition?   

29 
How was this trait measured? What exactly 
did it measure?  

30 
What research supported the dispositional 
explanation?  

31 
What can’t the dispositional explanation  
explain about obedience?  

32 Define bystander behaviour  

33 
How is the presence of others thought to 
influence bystander behaviour.  

34 
How is the cost of helping thought to  
influence bystander behaviour.  

35 
What criticism is there of using social factors 
to explain bystander behaviour?  

36 
How is similarity to victim thought to  
influence bystander behaviour?  

37 
How is the expertise thought to influence 
bystander behaviour?  

38 
What criticism is there of using dispositional 
factors to explain bystander behaviour?  

39 What was the method of Pilivin’s study?  

40 What were the results of Pilivin’s study?  

41 
How could the method of Pilivains study be 
criticised?  

42 Define prosocial behaviour in crowds.   

43 Define anitsocial behaviour in crowds.   

44 Define deindividuation  

45 Define social loafing   

46 
Define culture as applied to collective  
behaviour   

47 
How can understanding collective behaviour 
as due to social factors be applied practically?  

48 
Define personality as applied to collective  
behaviour   

49 
Define morality as applied to collective  
behaviour   

50 
How can understanding collective behaviour 
as due to social factors be evaluated?  


